
Systematic Reduces Workflows From
Three Days to Less Than One
Global IT solutions provider streamlines and secures their software
distribution network using Ipswitch MOVEit Transfer.

The Environment

As a global business supplying logistical and operational software packages to public sector
organisations such as military, libraries and hospitals, Systematic have a large team of developers
constantly working to ensure their offering is meeting the requirements of their clients. Their software
packages are the cornerstone of their clients operations, creating the perfect storm of sensitivity and
criticality. 

Tim Timmins a senior leader in the Business and Application Support team at Systematic said that
"The biggest challenge we are facing is that we are moving from annual releases of our software to a
model of continuous development and more frequent releases. We had a very robust solution
beforehand which was very secure. But it was very labour intensive." 
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The Challenge

Systematic needed a way to distribute software builds,
patches and fixes quickly, securely and have evidence of its
delivery. Automation and a good user interface were an
additional requirement to avoid labour intensive
administration. 

Systematic use a customer relationship database to store
their client accounts and any supplementary information
about the contract they have with that client, such as
whether or not they still have an active license. Being able
to use this as a source of information for the authentication
stream would save them the task of having to manually
enable and disable accounts. 

"We looked at where we needed to be in 2-3 years’ time
and We had a wish list across technical landscape,
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Security and
compliance with
regulations. 
Automation in
authentication and
account creation.
Easier to use graphical
user interface.
Workflows now cut to
less than one day.
Auditability.
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The Solution

Systematic chose from a list of tested solution to implement the Ipswitch MOVEit Transfer managed file transfer solution with the
help of Advanced Cyber Solutions. Whom are Ipswitch's Partner of the Year winner for Northern Europe, among other accolades. 

Both GDPR and ITAR were huge drivers for Systematic due to the nature of their clients and their work. In particular they were
pleased with features such as Ipswitch's tamper-evident database; AES 256-bit FIPS 140-2 file encryption; and the solutions
support for SAML v2 as an authentication method. Giving them industry leading security and allowing them to use their CRM
system as an automated authentication source. 

About Ipswitch

Ipswitch helps solve complex IT problems with simple solutions. The company’s software is trusted by millions of people worldwide 
to transfer files between systems, business partners and customers; and to monitor networks, applications and servers. Ipswitch
was founded in 1991 and is based in Burlington, Massachusetts with offices throughout the U.S., Europe and Asia. 

About Advanced Cyber Solutions

Advanced Cyber Solutions is a European award-winning IT security solutions and services provider. Headquartered in London with
customers in the UK, US, Scandinavia and Benelux, Advanced Cyber Solutions is quickly gaining are reputation as a best of breed
industry leader. A gold partner of Ipswitch and their partner of the year for Northern Europe, Advanced Cyber Solutions rapid
growth and impressive capabilities are a winning combination.

Chris Payne, the Managing Director of Advanced Cyber Solutions worked
closely with Systematic during their trial phase. "Systematic had a formidable
list of requirements which needed meeting, they really kicked the tyres of the
solution during their evaluation and trial period". He went on to say "Even with
all the years of experience i have working with this solution, the guys at
systematic were asking questions which I had to research!" 

"We had a lot of technical questions that Advanced Cyber Solutions handled
for us. We were very pleased with Advanced Cyber Solutions, everything was
turned around very quickly and they answered all our questions promptly"
explained Tim. 

With global clients needing to using the Ipswitch MOVEit Transfer solution,
Systematic opted for three servers which would be segregated based on the
geographical location. Tim later added that workflows which prior to Ipswitch
MOVEit deployment, would have taken three or more days, were now proving
to be achievable in less than one. Now a software patch can be sent out and
collected in minutes, all with a guaranteed level of security and auditability. 

Chris Payne concluded by saying that he had absolutely no doubt in his  

reporting and tracking and user admin etc" noted Tim. 

mind that Systematic would become yet another long term customer of Ipswitch MOVEit Transfer, finding a place for its vast
feature set not just in the original use case but in other areas of the business too. 

Some of the other
products were very
strong in some areas
and weaker in other
areas. MOVEit met all
of our high/medium
requirements.
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